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Swather Converted To Self-Propelled Tree Cutter
“It does a great job cutting cedar trees in our 
pastures,” says Barry Stupplebeen, Anselmo, 
Neb., who mounted a 3-pt. Precision Mfg. 
tree shear on front of a Hesston 6400 swather 
to come up with a low-cost tree cutter.
  “I already had the Precision tree shear, 
which I had bought back in 1996 (ph 
888 497-3224; www.precisionmfg.com). 
However, I didn’t like having to turn around 
all the time, and it worked slowly because 
my tractor needed more hydraulic capacity. 
The swather’s wide footprint keeps it 
much more stable on hillsides than modern 
tractor or skid loader-mounted units,” says 
Stupplebeen.
 He bought the used 1970’s Hesston 6400 
swather at an implement dealer for $200. It 
measures 9 ft. wide and 5 ft. tall. He cut 2 
ft. off each end of the head, leaving only the 
center section where he mounted the shears. 
 The swather head was originally shaft-
driven. He needed more capacity so he 
installed a high volume hydraulic pump on 
the shaft to open or close the jaws.
 The shears hook up to the swather head 
using the original 3-pt. mounting arms. 
However, the 2 lower arms were relocated 
farther down using holes that he cut into the 
head. 
 To reinforce the lower arms of the 3-pt. 
mounting brackets he welded in lengths of 
angle iron where the sickle had been on the 
swather and drilled holes in them for a steel 
rod, which secures the shears to the swather. 
A pair of cotter pins are used to keep the rod 
in place. To reinforce the top link he welded 
2 lengths of rectangular steel tubing on top 
of the swather head, then installed a big 
hydraulic cylinder. 
 “It has a zero turning radius so it’s very 
maneuverable. Another advantage is there’s 
no cab, so I can get in underneath tree 
branches better without breaking windows.  
It’s only 6 ft. tall except for the rollbar, which 
is lower than a skid loader. I added a metal 
bar to protect against trees falling on the 
operator, and I mounted chains on the tires 
for better traction. 
 “All steering operations are totally 
controlled from the steering wheel, which 
makes the machine much easier to handle. 
The Hesston 6400 is the only swather I know 
of that works this way. I simply push the 
steering wheel forward to move forward, 
pull back on the wheel to back up, and turn 
the wheel left or right all with one hand, 
which leaves my other hand free to operate 
hydraulic levers that open and close the jaws, 
raise and lower the shears, and tilt it. I push 
a hydraulic valve to open the shears and pull 
the valve to close them.
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Stupplebeen, 80540 Eureka Valley Rd., 
Anselmo, Neb. 68813 (ph 308 848-2774).

To build his low-cost tree cutter Ben 
Stupplebeen mounted a Precision tree 

shear on front of a Hesston swather.

New Options Mean More Reasons To Make
Wayne’s Tile Pro Your First Choice For Tiling

Joining Wayne’s Tile Pro’s already complete 
line of 6’ and 7’ tile plows capable of laying 
3” through 12” tile are:

•  replaceable plow tips
•  three point stringer trailers
•  frame mount stringers
•  stringer spools

  Now introducing a new replaceable knife 
tip to this line-up.  Simply remove three 
bolts, replace the tip and return the bolts 
and you’re back in operation in 10 minutes.  

Interchangeable boots mount on quick-tach tile plow by simply pulling a single rod. 

Stringer Trailer With 
Removable Spool Option

More Stringer Trailer Options. 
Wayne’s Tile Pro provides more stringer 
trailer options than any other manufacturer 

  Along with these new 
options is a removable 
stringer spool designed 
to help manage your 
partial reels of unused 
tile. Quickly change 
spools of different size 
tile as needed.  The removable spool rests on 
the stringer trailer built with a center thimble 
that allows easy on and off access.  Perfect 
for storage of leftover tile and provides easy 
access for future use.

    For more information about Wayne’s Tile Pro’s line up of products, 
including GPS and laser devices, please visit: www.waynestilepro.com; 

email: wayne’s@redred.com; or call today at 507-249-3176.

New replaceable knife tip has three release 
points.

In addition to a standard stringer trailer, 
Wayne’s offers 3-pt. trailers and custom-built 
rigs.

in the industry.  These options include:
•  standard heavy-duty stringer trailer
•  three-point stringer trailer
•  custom built frame-mounted stringer 
   built specifi c to your tiling 
   application 

Practical Quick Change Designs. Wayne’s 
Tile Pro has a history of designing equip-
ment to be practical and that make it easy 
to change out wearable parts.  The company 
has led the way with its:

•  quick-tach mounting bracket
•  quick-change boot
•  replaceable knife facing 
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